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Session 1A 
 
Session Title: Decision-making under risk and uncertainty: Theories and Applications 
Session chair: Zhan Pang (Purdue) 
  
Talk 1:  
 
Title: Conservative Exploration for Semi-Bandits with Linear Generalization: A Product Selection Problem 
for Urban Warehouses   
Speaker: Xinshang Wang (Alibaba/Shanghai Jiaotong University) 
 
Abstract: The recent rising popularity of ultra-fast delivery services on retail platforms fuels the increasing 
use of urban warehouses, whose proximity to customers makes fast deliveries viable. The space limit in 
urban warehouses poses a problem for the online retailers: the number of products (SKUs) they can 
carry is no longer “the more, the better", yet it can still be significantly large, reaching hundreds or 
thousands in a product category. In this paper, we study algorithms for dynamically identifying a large 
number of products (i.e., SKUs) with top customer purchase probabilities on the fly, from an ocean of 
potential products to offer on retailers' ultra-fast delivery platforms. 
 
We distill the product selection problem into a semi-bandit model with linear generalization. There are in 
total N different arms, each with a feature vector of dimension d. The player pulls K arms in each period 
and observes the bandit feedback from each of the pulled arms. We focus on the setting where K is much 
greater than the number of total time periods T or the dimension of product features d. We first analyze 
a standard UCB algorithm and show its regret bound can be expressed as the sum of a T-independent 
part \tilde{O}(Kd^{3/2}) and a T-dependent part \tilde{O}(d\sqrt{KT}), which we refer to as “fixed cost" and 
“variable cost" respectively. To reduce the fixed cost for large K values, we propose a novel online 
learning algorithm, with more conservative exploration steps, and show its fixed cost is reduced by a 
factor of d to \tilde{O}(K\sqrt{d}). Moreover, we test the algorithms on an industrial dataset from Alibaba 
Group. Experimental results show that our new algorithm reduces the total regret of the standard UCB 
algorithm by at least 10%. 
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Talk 2 
  
Title: Risk-Sensitive Appointment Scheduling with Multiple Patient Classes: A Data-Driven Approach 
Speaker: Shuming Wang (University of Chinese Academy of Sciences) 
  
Abstract: We study a joint sequencing and appointment scheduling problem with uncertain service times 
and multi-class patients for a risk-sensitive health care service provider. Specifically, we assume that the 
provider minimizes the overtime risk subject to multi-class tolerance levels for waiting time risk under the 
downside risk measure of conditional value-at-risk (CVaR). In particular, when there is only one patient 
class, the program satisfies L-natural-convexity property, which enables us to design polynomial time 
algorithms to solve the problem efficiently. As for the multi-class case, we show that the problem in 
sample formulation can be transformed into a mixed integer linear program (MILP). Furthermore, in the 
case of distributional ambiguity, we employ Wasserstein distance to describe the ambiguity set which 
enables us to utilize the service time data directly. We then reformulate the problem with ambiguity as a 
data-driven distributional robust optimization (DRO) model which has tractable reformulations. Finally, 
we demonstrate the performance of our proposed models using the outpatient data of a major hospital 
in Singapore.  
 
 
Talk 3:  
 
Title: Risk Measure and Risk Preferences in Cumulative Prospect Theory: A Stochastic Dominance 
Approach 
Speaker:  Zhan Pang (Purdue)  
 
Abstract: The emergence of the cumulative prospect theory (CPT) provides a prominent alternative 
paradigm to expected utility theory (EUT). The risk preference of an individual in the CPT paradigm is 
jointly represented by a reference-dependent value function and a pair of probability weighting functions 
(PWFs). We first identify a stochastic dominance (SD) condition, namely, mean-preserving prospect 
stochastic dominance (M-PSD), to characterize strong risk aversion in gains and strong risk seeking in 
losses, which generalizes the SD condition of mean-preserving spread for strong risk aversion. We show 
that the preference of an individual who displays strong risk aversion in gains and strong risk seeking in 
losses can be represented by an S-shaped value function and a pair of convex PWFs in CPT. To account 
for the inverse S-shaped PWFs that overweight small probabilities that favor risk aversion in the lower 
tail of gains and risk seeking in the upper tail of losses, we further generalize the SD condition of M-PSD 
and show that the corresponding value function must be inverse S-shaped as well in both losses and 
gains. Furthermore, using Arrow-Pratt absolute risk aversion to measure the strength of risk preferences 
in CPT, we provide a theoretic characterization for increase in risk aversion in gains and risk seeking in 
losses. As applications, we demonstrate our results can apply to risk preference elicitations in 
experimental studies and comparative statics for optimal decision problems (e.g., portfolio choice) in CPT. 
We also extend the analysis to account for general reference points and inverse S-shaped value functions. 
Interestingly, similar to the intrinsic relationship between risk aversion and the risk measure of conditional 
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value-of-risk (CVaR), using the SD approach, we find that the CPT risk preferences are related the class 
of robust risk measures called range value-at-risk.   
 
 
 
 

Session 1B 
 
Session Title: Robust Optimization approaches to Scheduling and Queueing 
Session Chair: Chaithanya Bandi 
 
Talk 1 
 
Title: Satisficing framework in intra-day scheduling 
Speaker: Minglong Zhou (NUS) 
 
Abstract: We consider an intra-day scheduling problem arising from a public hospital where the planner 
schedules appointment starting times given a sequence of patient appointments. Traditionally, people 
have mainly focused on intra-day scheduling problems with stochastic service times and no-show 
behaviors. On top of these, a key feature in our problem is the feedback loop. During a consultation, a 
patient may be required to go for additional tests, such as X-rays, with different servers. The patient will 
then go back to the same consultation doctor for a repeated consultation within that day once additional 
tests are completed. Traditional approaches do not satisfactorily address this problem because of the 
modeling challenges. 
 
We model this problem as a Markov Decision Process. We propose a satisficing framework that is 
tractable in such MDP setups. The main goal is to design the prescribed appointment schedules, such 
that we can ``satisfice'' operational constraints or service quality indicators as much as possible. To 
``satisfice'' constraints and service quality as much as possible, we minimize a satisficing measure we 
call Service Quality Satisficing Index (SQSI). It provides performance bounds for both probability and 
magnitude of constraint violations. The SQSI minimization problem can be formulated and solved 
practically via a converging sequence of mixed-integer optimization problems. In a classical 
benchmarking intra-day scheduling problem, our solution is comparable to the optimal solution from 
stochastic programming. This reassures the effectiveness of our approach in the general setting, where 
stochastic programming is intractable. This framework has a strong modelling power. It can be applied to 
realistic intra-day scheduling problems, or job-shop problems in general. As we will illustrate, our model 
can be further extended to account for unscheduled walk-in patients, stochastic patient arrival times, 
stochastic transportation times between different servers. 
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Talk 2 
 
Title: Leveraging Hidden Convexity for Optimal Flow Control in Queueing Networks 
Speaker:  Gar Goei Loke: Analytics Singapore Government, NUS, MIT 
 
Abstract: Optimal flow control in queueing networks is a challenging problem occurring in many contexts, 
such as data centers, cloud computing, healthcare, revenue management, and distributed networks, etc. 
The traditional approach has been to adopt heuristic solutions or consider infinite-horizon fluid or diffusion 
approximations. Motivated by emerging techniques in Robust Optimization, we propose a framework, 
termed Pipeline Queues, which tracks the dynamics of a queue simultaneously in terms of its queue 
length and waiting time. We begin by showing that the dynamics of a traditional queueing system can be 
equivalently modeled using this approach. Our key contribution is the uncovering of the hidden convexity 
resulting from our modeling approach. This leads us to tractable optimization formulations for generic 
flow control problems of obtaining performance guarantees on average and quantiles of waiting time, 
under arbitrary arrival and service distributions with non-zero initial conditions. Our model is flexible 
enough to capture partial observability and uncertainty of the initial state, as well as various constraints 
on the control policy. 
 
We apply our approach to multiple examples from the literature and numerically illustrate their application. 
Finally, we implemented our model on a real dataset at a major hospital in India. Our proposed policies 
are near optimal and perform significantly better than present heuristics. 
 
 
Talk 3 
 
Title: Capacity Management for Continuity of Care 
Speaker Yichuan Ding (UBC) 
 
Abstract: We study how to manage returning customers in an appointment-based slotted-service queue 
with the goal of maximizing service volume. Returning customers prefer to be served by the same server 
that they visited in their previous visit. Applications of this model include a whole host of medical clinics, 
and lawyers, councilors, tutors, and government officials who deal with the public. We consider a simple 
strategy that a service provider may use to reduce balking among returning customers -- designate some 
returning customers as high-priority customers. These customers are placed at the head of the queue 
when they call for a follow-up appointment. In an appointment based system, this policy can be 
implemented by booking a high-priority a returning customer’s appointment right before she leaves the 
service facility. We focus on a need-based policy in which the decision to prioritize some customers 
depends on their return probability. We analyze two systems, one in which the size of the waiting room 
is limited, and another in which it is not. We show that with limited waiting-room, a service system should 
not prioritize some returning customers in order to maximize the throughput rate. However, it is always 
optimal to prioritize some customers in the system with no limit on the waiting room. In those systems, 
we prove that the throughput rate is a quasi-concave function of the threshold under the assumption that 
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returning customers see time averages (RTA). These findings will allow service systems to determine 
optimal operating policies that are both easy to implement and provably optimal.  
 
 
Talk 4 
 
Title: Learning in data-rich but uncertain environments: A case study at PGIMER hospital 
Speaker: Chaithanya Bandi (Northwestern) 
 
Abstract: In this talk, I will begin by giving an overview of our collaboration with PGIMER hospital in India. 
PGIMER is one of the largest public hospitals in India and was among the first hospitals to be part of the 
Digital India campaign. The resulting digitization enabled our data-driven study of operations in this 
hospital. While digitization enabled collection of large amounts of data, there is significant noise or 
missing data. We consider the problem of calibrating the complex dynamics of patient flows in this 
hospital. In particular, we present our approach to calibrating patient flows in the hospital using partial 
observed data. This approach based on Robust Optimization, allows us to propose a queueing estimation 
algorithm, which we call the  Robust Queue Inference Engine. We present theoretical foundations of 
this approach and also present results of its implementation at the hospital.  
Based on joint work with Alexej Prosloupos (NU). 
 
 
 

Session 1C 
 
Sessoin Title: Stochastic processes and their applications 
Session Chair: Junfei Huang (CUHK) 
 
 
Talk 1 
 
Title: Affine point processes: refinements to large-time asymptotics 
Speaker: Xuefeng Gao (CUHK) 

 
Abstract: Affine point processes are a class of simple point processes with self- and mutually-exciting 
properties, and they have found applications in many areas. In this paper, we obtain large-time asymptotic 
expansions in large deviations and refined central limit theorem for affine point processes, using the 
framework of mod-phi convergence. Our results extend the large-time limit theorems in [Zhang et al. 
2015. Math. Oper. Res. 40(4), 797-819]. The resulting explicit approximations for large deviation 
probabilities and tail expectations can be used as an alternative to importance sampling Monte Carlo 
simulations. We carry out numerical studies to illustrate our results, and present applications in credit risk 
analysis. This is a joint work with Lingjiong Zhu.  
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Talk 2 
 
Title: Strong approximation method and its applications in queueing models. 
Speaker: Yongjiang Guo (BUPT) 

 
Abstract: In this talk, we will first present a method based on the strong approximations (SA) of renewal 
process, called the SA method, and show how to apply it to find the functional law of the iterated logarithm 
(FLIL) and its corresponding law of the iterated logarithm (LIL), which characterize the asymptotic 
fluctuations of the renewal processes around its mean values. Second, we use the SA method to analyze 
some queueing systems and quantify the magnitude of asymptotic fluctuations of their performance 
measures, including the queue length, workload, busy and idle times and departure processes. 
 
 
Talk 3 
 
Title: Harnessing the Double-edged Sword via Routing: Information Provision on Ride-hailing Platforms 
Speaker: Dongyuan Zhan (UCL)  
 
Abstract: We consider a ride-hailing platform that provides free information to taxi drivers. Upon receiving 
a rider’s request, the platform broadcasts the rider’s origin and destination to idle drivers, who accept or 
ignore the request depending on the profitability considerations. We show that providing such information 
may reduce drivers' equilibrium profit. Hence information provision is a double-edged sword: the drivers 
may choose to take more profitable riders via inefficient idling. When multiple drivers compete for the 
same request, how the platform breaks the tie affects the incentives of the drivers. We propose a routing 
policy that can align the incentives and achieve the first-best outcome for large systems. 
 
 
Talk 4 
 
Title: Managing Bucket Brigades on Discrete Stations with Stochastic Work Times: Learning is not always 
good 
Speaker: Peng Wang (SMU) 
 
Abstract: We study a J-station, 2-worker bucket brigade assembly line. The time duration for each worker 
to process a job at a station is exponentially distributed. We construct a stochastic model and analytically 
derive the system’s average throughput. Using basic probability theories, we study its asymptotic 
behavior when the number of jobs becomes very large. We analyze the following three cases. (i) The 
work speeds depend only on the workers. If one worker has a larger speed than the other at every station, 
then the probability distribution of the hand-off station echoes the dynamic behavior of a deterministic 
system. We observe that the slowest-to-fastest sequence is always more productive than the reverse 
sequence. (ii) The work speeds depend on the workers and the stations. We uncover two factors that 
determine the average throughput: the specialist’s average work speed and the degree of no blocking in 
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the system. (iii) The work speeds depend on the workers, the stations, and the jobs. We study the effect 
of worker learning over the jobs. We observe some interesting phenomena, including that learning does 
not always improve the system’s productivity. 
 
 

Session 1D 
 
 
Session Title: New Optimization Approaches for Stochastic Inventory Systems 
Session Chair: Xin Chen (UIUC) 
 
 
Talk 1:  
 
Title: Stochastic Optimization with Decisions Truncated by Dependent Random Variables 
Presenter: Xiangyu Gao (CUHK) 
 
Abstract: Inventory management problems with random supply capacities become a pressing issue. The 
analysis of these problems encounters significant technical difficulties. In practice, the random supply 
capacities may be dependent, which makes the analysis even more challenging. We propose a 
framework to study a class of stochastic optimization problems with decisions truncated by dependent 
random variables, which provides a technique for studying inventory management problems with random 
supply capacities. 
 
 
Talk 2 
 
Title: A Bound on the Cost of a Simple Policy in a Dual Sourcing Inventory System 
Presenter: Sridhar Seshadri (UIUC) 
 
Abstract: We study the problem of managing an inventory system with two supply sources which differ in 
their lead times and unit prices.  We consider a simple class of policies called Tailored Base-Surge 
Policies for managing this system.  These policies order a constant amount in every period from the slow 
supplier and order up to a target level in every period from the faster supplier. We add to this class the 
policy of sourcing exclusively from the slow supplier.  We show that the ratio of the cost of the best policy 
within this class to the cost of the optimal policy (over all admissible policies) is bounded above by a 
constant, 1 + 1/√2, when the demand distribution is normal. We develop a new method for bounding the 
ratio and establish insights into the behavior of dual sourcing systems under a novel parametrization of 
costs. 
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Talk 3 
 
Title: M-Natural-Convexity and its Applications 
Speaker: Xin Chen (UIUC) 
 
Abstract: We study M-natural-convexity, a key concept in discrete convex analysis, and its variants. For 
parametric minimization models, we show the optimal solution is nonincreasing in the parameters when 
the objective function is M-natural-concave and the constraint is a box, and derive conditions under which 
M-natural-convexity is preserved under optimization operations. We illustrate that M-natural-convexity 
provides a powerful tool to analyze operations models. 
 
 
 

Session 2A 
 
Session Title: Advances in Distributionally Robust Optimization  
Session Chair: Karthik Natarajan (SUTD) 
 
Talk 1 
 
Title: Enhancing Optimality-Feasibility Tradeoff for Data-Driven Optimization under Uncertain Constraints 
Speaker:  Huajie Qian (Columbia) 
 
Abstract: Optimization formulations to handle data-driven decision-making under uncertain constraints, 
such as (distributionally) robust optimization, often encounter a statistical trade-off between feasibility 
and optimality that potentially leads to over-conservative solutions. We show how we can exploit the 
intrinsic low dimensionality of the solution sets possibly output from these formulations to enhance this 
trade-off. We demonstrate the dimension-free performance of our strategy in obtaining solutions that are, 
in a sense, both feasible and asymptotically optimal among the considered class of formulations. We 
illustrate our approach for several common paradigms of data-driven optimization. 
 
Talk 2 
 
Title: On the Heavy-Tail Behavior of the Distributionally Robust Newsvendor 
Speaker: Karthik Natarajan 
 
Abstract: Since the seminal work of Scarf on the newsvendor problem there has been a growing interest 
in the study of the distributionally robust newsvendor problem. The model is criticized at times for being 
overly conservative since the worst-case distribution is discrete with a few support points. However, it is 
the order quantity from the model that is typically of practical relevance. A simple observation shows that 
the optimal order quantity in Scarf’s model with known first and second moment is also optimal for a 
heavy-tailed censored student-t distribution with degrees of freedom 2. In this paper, we generalize this 
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“heavy-tail optimality” property to a more general ambiguity set where information on the first and the 
$\alpha$th moment is known, for any real number $\alpha$ > 1 using the theory of regularly varying 
distributions. This is joint work with Anulekha Dhara and Bikramjit Das at SUTD. 
 
 
Talk 3 
 
Title: Sustainable Inventory with Robust Periodic-Affine Policies and Application to Medical Supply Chains 
Speaker: Chaithanya Bandi (Northwestern) 
 
 
Abstract: We introduce a new class of adaptive policies called periodic-affine policies, that allows a 
decision maker to optimally manage and control large-scale newsvendor networks in the presence of 
uncertain demand without distributional assumptions. These policies are data-driven and model many 
features of the demand such as correlation, and remain robust to parameter mis-specification. We 
present a model that can be generalized to multi-product settings and extended to multi-period problems. 
This is accomplished by modeling the uncertain demand via sets. In this way, it offers a natural framework 
to study competing policies such as base-stock, affine, and approximative approaches with respect to 
their profit, sensitivity to parameters and assumptions, and computational scalability. We show that the 
periodic-affine policies are sustainable, i.e. time consistent, because they warrant optimality both within 
subperiods and over the entire planning horizon. This approach is tractable and free of distributional 
assumptions, and hence, suited for real-world applications. We provide efficient algorithms to obtain the 
optimal periodic-affine policies and demonstrate their advantages on the sales data from one of India's 
largest pharmacy retailers. 
 
 
Talk 4 
 
Title: Robust Optimal Recommendations for Risk-aware Customers 
Speaker:  Yam Huo (Northwestern) 
 
Abstract: In this paper, we consider optimal recommendations problem for risk-aware customers with 
possibly uncertain risk preferences. In particular, we consider the problem faced by an online insurance 
marketplace where the platform has to offer the best insurance plan that matches the customers' risk 
preferences. We model the risk preferences using a broad class of risk-measures which lies in the 
intersection of Coherent Risk Measures and Distortion Risk Measures. This class includes many well-
known risk measures such as Conditional Value at Risk (CVaR), Wang Transform measure, Proportional 
Hazard measure, and Lookback measure, and Spectral risk measures in general. Importantly, we show 
that modeling using this class of risk measures allows us to estimate and learn about risk preferences in 
a tractable manner. Specifically, we make the following contributions: (a) present a novel approach to 
model the uncertainty in risk preferences using robust optimization; (b) present tractable approaches for 
passive estimation and active learning to construct the uncertainty set of risk preferences from historical 
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and interaction data, respectively; and (c) present Linear Programming formulations which allow for 
tractable optimization with insightful solutions. Leveraging on the tractability of our approach, we 
introduce a novel recommendation system, which we call, Robust Risk-aware Recommender (RRR) 
approach and present results of our collaboration with a leading online insurance platform. In this 
collaboration, we show that our approach is easy to implement, tractable and leads to effective 
recommendations compared to other popular recommendation systems. 
 
 

Session 2B 
 
Session Title: Stochastic Models in Service Operations 
Session Chair: Yuqian Xu (UIUC) 
 
 
Talk 1 
 
Title: Perishable Inventory Sharing in A Two-location System 
Speaker: Can Zhang (Duke) 
 
Abstract: Motivated by a platelet inventory management problem in a local hospital network, we study an 
inventory sharing problem for perishable products in a two-location system. We derive structural 
properties of the optimal policy and present managerial insights that are significantly different from those 
in existing studies for traditional non-perishable products.   
 
 
Talk 2 
 
Title:  Operational Risk Management: Preventive vs. Corrective Control 
Speaker: Lingjiong Zhu (Minnesota) 
 
Abstract: In this paper, we propose a general modeling framework for operational risk management of 
financial firms. We consider operational risk events as shocks to a financial firm's value process, and 
then study capital investments in preventive and corrective controls to mitigate risk losses. The optimal 
decisions would be made under three scenarios: (i) preventive control only, (ii) corrective control only, 
and (iii) joint controls. We characterize the optimal control policies under a general modeling framework 
under these three scenarios, and then discuss an exponential risk reduction function.  
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Talk 3 
 
Title: Operational Risk Management: An Optimal Inspection Policy 
Speaker: Yuqian Xu (UIUC) 
 
Abstract: This paper studies the design of optimal inspection policy for financial service firm that aims to 
mitigate operational risk losses. The firm takes recurring inspections to check operational risk events, 
and the employee exerts efforts to avoid paying penalty for operational risk events. Both random and 
deterministic policies are considered. 
 
 
 
Talk 4 
 
Title: Throughput and Pricing of Ridesharing Systems 
Speaker: Costas Courcoubetis (SUTD) 
 
Abstract: The availability of drivers at a certain location affects the waiting time of passengers that arrive 
to be served by the platform. We introduce a queueing model for this waiting time and consider the effect 
on stability of available drivers’ mobility pattern, their willingness to accept rides in a given location, and 
the incentives offered by the platform.  
For any fixed number of drivers, we characterize the largest set of passenger arrival rates which can 
result to stable queues under some policy dictating the movement of available drivers and their 
acceptance of rides. It turns out that any such policy can be enforced by offering appropriate region-
dependent rewards to drivers for passenger pick up.  
Next, we show that dynamic rewards which are proportional to the passenger queue lengths, have the 
property of stabilizing queues for any arrival rates within the stability region. Seen from the perspective 
of drivers, such rewards – which resemble surge pricing – maximize their utilization. 
 
 

Session 2C  
 
Session Title: Data-driven Operations Management 
Session Chair: Long He, Chung Piaw Teo (NUS) 
 
 
Talk 1 
 
Title: Data Driven Optimization to Full Cut Promotion in E-commerce 
Speaker: Zhenzhen Yan (NTU) 
  
Abstract: Abstract: Full-cut promotion is a type of promotion where customers spend a minimum threshold 
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amount in a single order to enjoy a fixed amount of discount for that order. It is widely used in e-commerce 
company such as VIPshop and Tmall in China. In this paper, we first applied machine learning approach 
to extract the full cut demand from the sales data which is a mixture of transactions of promotion sensitive 
customer and promotion insensitive customer. We further propose a sequential choice model to model 
consumer’s choice of multiple items in a single transaction, which generalizes the traditional choice model 
which assumes at most one item chosen in one transaction. Based on the sequential choice model, we 
build a general convex pricing optimization model under certain condition. We further show the full cut 
promotion optimization problem fits in the framework but with a set of pricing constraints. In the case that 
there are at most two items in each order, we show the pricing problem can be solved by a mixed integer 
second order program. In a general case, we further propose an iterative approach to solve a sequence 
of mixed integer program to approximately solve the full cut promotion optimization problem.  
 
Talk 2 
 
Title: Robust Vehicle Allocation with Uncertain Covariates 
Speaker: Zhaowei Hao (NUS) 
 
Abstract: Motivated by a leading taxi operator in Singapore, we consider the idle vehicle allocation 
problem with uncertain demands and other uncertain covariate information such as weather. In this 
problem, the operator, upon observing its distribution of idle vehicles, proactively reallocates the idle 
vehicles to serve future uncertain demands.  With perfect information of demand distribution, the problem 
can be formulated as a stochastic transportation problem. Yet, the non-stationarity and spatial correlation 
of demands pose significant challenges in estimating its distribution accurately from historical data. We 
employ a novel distributionally robust optimization approach that utilizes covariate information via 
multivariate regression tree as well as the moment information of demands.  Although information about 
uncertain covariates provides no value when there is perfect knowledge of demand distribution, we show 
that it could alleviate the over-conservativeness of the robust solution. The resulting distributionally robust 
optimization problem can be exactly and tractably solved using linear decision rule technique. We further 
validate the performance of our solution via extensive numerical simulations, and a case study using trip 
and vehicle status data from our partner taxi operator, paired with the rainfall data from the Meteorological 
Service Singapore. 
 
Talk 3 
  
Title: Representative Agent Model and Its Application in Bundle Pricing Problem 
Speaker: Hailong Sun (NUS) 
 
Abstract: A popular discrete choice model that incorporates correlation information is the Multinomial 
Probit (MNP) model where the random utilities of the alternatives are chosen from a multivariate normal 
distribution. Although MNP model can bypass the Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives property of 
multinomial logit choice model, computing the choice probabilities is challenging in the MNP model when 
the number of alternatives is large and simulation is often adopted to approximate the choice probabilities. 
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Existing alternative model such as the Semidefinite Programming (SDP)-based choice model can capture 
the correlation information using mean and covariance information of utilities. However, the multi-product 
pricing problem using both MNP model and SDP-based choice model seems to be intractable. Recently, 
a class of representative agent model as a reformulation of SDP-based choice model is proposed in the 
literature. This model maximizes over the choice probabilities in the unit simplex where the objective 
function is the sum of the expected utilities and a strongly concave perturbation function. In this paper, 
we extend this class of model to solve the multi-product pricing problem. Surprisingly, we show that the 
pricing problem using this model is convex and can be easily solved by off-the-shelf solvers, as long as 
we are given the mean and covariance information of customer utilities. We also apply this model to solve 
the bundle size pricing problem, which is intractable by using common stochastic optimization method. 
Extensive numerical experiments show that our method performs very well compared to existing methods. 
By using a simple first order gradient algorithm, we solve the bundle size pricing problem with up to 
thousands of sizes within minutes. This shows that our method is scalable for solving practical problems. 
 
 
Talk 4 
  
Title: On-Time Last Mile Delivery: Order Assignment with Travel Time Predictors 
Speaker: Long He (NUS) 
 
Abstract: We study how delivery data can be applied to improve on-time performance in last mile delivery 
service. Motivated by the delivery data from a food delivery service provider, we discuss a framework 
that integrates travel time predictors with the order assignment optimization. Such integration enables us 
to capture the driver's routing behavior in practice, where the driver's decision-making process is often 
unobservable or intricate to model. Focusing on the order assignment problem as an example, we discuss 
classes of tractable predictors and prediction models that are highly compatible with existing stochastic 
and robust optimization tools. We further provide reformulations for the integrated models that can be 
efficiently solved with the proposed branch-and-price algorithm. Moreover, we propose two simple 
heuristics for multi-period order assignment, built upon the single-period solutions. Using the delivery 
data, our numerical experiments on a real-world application not only demonstrate the performance of our 
proposed order assignment models with travel time predictors, but also highlight the importance of 
learning the behavioral aspect from the operational data - large sample size does not necessarily 
compensate for the ignorance and the misspecification of driver's routing behavior. 
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Session 2D 
 
Session Title: Asymptotic Analysis for Stochastic Inventory Systems 
Session Chair: Xiting Gong (CUHK) and Cong Shi (Michigan) 
 
 
Talk 1:  
 
Title: Exploiting Random Lead Times for Significant Inventory Cost Savings 
Speaker: Qiong Wang (UIUC) 
 
Abstract: We study the classical single-item inventory system in which unsatisfied demands are 
backlogged. Replenishment lead times are random, independent identically distributed, causing orders 
to cross in time. We develop a new inventory policy to exploit implications of lead time randomness and 
order crossover, and evaluate its performance by asymptotic analysis and simulations.  Our policy does 
not follow the basic principle of Constant Base Stock (CBS) policy, or more generally, (s,S) and (r,Q) 
policies, which is to keep the inventory position within a fixed range. Instead, it uses the current inventory 
level (= inventory-on-hand minus backlog) to set a dynamic target for inventory in-transit, and place 
orders to follow this target. Our policy includes CBS policy as a special case, under a particular choice of 
a policy parameter. 
  
We show that our policy can significantly reduce the average inventory cost compared with CBS policy. 
Specifically, we prove that if the lead time is exponentially distributed, then under our policy, with properly 
chosen policy parameters, the expected (absolute) inventory level scales as o(\sqrt{r}), as the demand 
rate r approaches to infinity.  In comparison, it is known to scale as O(\sqrt{r}) under CBS policy. In 
particular, this means that, as r approaches to infinity, the average inventory cost under our policy 
vanishes in comparison with that under CBS policy.  Furthermore, our simulations show that the 
advantage of our policy remains to be substantial under non-exponential lead time distributions, and may 
even be greater than under exponential distribution. We also use simulations to compare the average 
cost under our policy with that achieved under an optimal policy for some cases where computing the 
optimal cost is tractable. The results show that our policy removes a majority of excess costs of CBS 
policy over the minimum cost, leading to much smaller optimality gaps. 
 
Talk 2 
 
Title: Marrying Stochastic Gradient Descent with Bandits: Learning Algorithms for Inventory Systems with 
Fixed Costs 
Speaker: Cong Shi (Michigan) 
 
Abstract: We consider a periodic-review single-product inventory system with fixed cost under censored 
demand. Under full demand distributional information, it is well-known that the celebrated (s,S) policy is 
optimal. In this paper, we assume the firm does not know the demand distribution a priori, and makes 
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adaptive inventory ordering decision in each period based only on the past sales (a.k.a. censored 
demand) data. We develop a nonparametric learning algorithm that combines the powers of stochastic 
gradient descent, bandit controls, and simulation-based methods in a seamless and non-trivial fashion. 
We prove that the cumulative regret is $O(\log T\sqrt{T})$, which is provably tight up to a logarithmic 
factor. We also develop several technical results that are of independent interest. 
 
Talk 3 
 
Title: Asymptotic Optimality of Base-stock Policies for Perishable Inventory Systems 
Speaker: Xiting Gong (CUHK) 
 
Abstract: We consider a classic periodic-review perishable inventory system with fixed product lifetime 
over an infinite planning horizon. The objective is to minimize the long-run average holding, outdating 
and penalty cost. The optimal policy for this system is notoriously complex and intractable due to the 
curse of dimensionality. Hence, many heuristics have been proposed in the literature, among which base-
stock policies, which raise the total on-hand inventory to a constant in each period, have been widely 
studied. While extensive numerical studies have shown near-optimal performances of different base-
stock policies, there is little theory on their performances. In this paper, we construct a simple base-stock 
policy and conduct an in-depth theoretical study on its performances. First, we establish a simple upper 
bound on its optimality gap. Based on this bound, we establish that its optimality gap decays to zero 
exponentially fast in the lifetime and demand size, and that it converges to zero as the unit outdating cost 
goes to infinity. Next, we establish that its optimality gap converges to zero as the unit penalty cost goes 
to infinity, and we characterize its asymptotic cost rate with large unit penalty cost under two classes of 
demands. We also provide a numerical study to demonstrate its near-optimal performances. Finally, we 
show that most of our results hold under a broad class of base-stock policies. 
 
 
 

Session 3A 
 

 
Title:  Modeling and methodological advances in robust and distributionally robust optimization 
Chair: Karthyek Murthy (NUS) 
 
Talk 1 
 
Title: Robust Multidimensional Pricing: Separation without Regret 
Speaker: Napat Rujeerapaiboon (NUS).  
 
Abstract: We study a robust monopoly pricing problem with a minimax regret objective, where a seller 
endeavors to sell multiple goods to a single buyer, only knowing that the buyer’s values for the goods 
range over a rectangular uncertainty set. We interpret this problem as a zero-sum game between the 
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seller, who chooses a selling mechanism, and a fictitious adversary, who chooses the buyer’s values. 
We prove that this game admits a Nash equilibrium that can be computed in closed form. We further 
show that the deterministic restriction of the problem is solved by a deterministic posted price 
mechanism. 
 
 
Talk 2:  
 
Title: Data-driven Distributionally Robust Optimization of Schedule Reliability in Liner Shipping 
Speaker: Zhichao Zheng (SMU) 
 
Abstract: Container liner shipping is crucial to global supply chain performance as it is the primary 
mode of moving manufactured products across continents. Partly due to inherent uncertainties at sea 
and ports, the liner shipping industry has long had a notorious reputation of schedule unreliability. This 
paper attempts to optimize the schedule reliability in liner shipping using distributionally robust 
optimization (DRO) techniques. The DRO approach does not assume the distributions of stochastic 
time parameters and only requires their first and second moments which can be derived from historical 
data. Given a bunker consumption limit for the voyage, the model finds the designed sailing speeds of 
the vessel at different legs to minimize schedule delays at ports under the worst case distribution. Using 
real data from Maersk Line, we demonstrate that our schedule outperforms the Daily Maersk service 
schedules, which have achieved very high vessel schedule reliability in practice. 
 
 
Talk 3 
 
Title: Semi-Parametric Choice Model: Implications and Applications 
Speaker: Xiaobo Li (NUS) 
 
Abstract: In this talk, we present the modeling power of the semi-parametric model, a recently proposed 
choice model that is derived based on the distributionally robust bound on consumers’ welfare. We 
reformulate some existing choice models and study their practical implications due to these 
reformulations. Applications in revenue management problems are also studied. 
 
Talk 4 
 
Title: Exploiting partial correlations in distributionally robust appointment scheduling 
Speaker: Karthyek Murthy (SUTD) 
 
Abstract: We aim to identify partial covariance structures that allow polynomial-time instances for 
evaluating the worst-case expected value of mixed integer linear programs with uncertain coefficients. 
Assuming only the knowledge of mean and covariance entries restricted to block-diagonal patterns, we 
develop a reduced SDP formulation whose complexity is characterized by a suitable projection of the 
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convex hull of rank 1 matrices formed by extreme points of the feasible region. These projected 
constraints lend themselves to polynomial-time instances in appointment scheduling and PERT network 
contexts. 
 
 

Session 3B 
Chair: Pengyi Shi (Purdue) 

Title: Resource Allocation in Public Health 

Talk 1 
 
Title: Prioritizing Hepatitis C Treatment in Prisons  
Speaker: Can Zhang (Duke)  
 
Abstract: Hepatitis C virus (HCV) prevalence in prison systems is ten times higher than in the general 
population in the United States. Hence, prison systems offer a unique opportunity to control the HCV 
epidemic. New HCV treatment drugs are very effective, but providing treatment to all inmates is 
prohibitively expensive, which precludes universal HCV treatment in prison systems. Current practice 
recommends prioritizing treatment based on clinical and incarceration-related factors, including disease 
staging, remaining sentence length, and injection drug use (IDU) status. However, there is controversy 
about how these factors should be incorporated because of the complicated trade-offs. In this study, we 
propose a restless bandit modeling framework to support hepatitis C treatment prioritization decisions in 
prisons. We also validate our model using real-world data, and test the performance of our proposed 
policy against several benchmark policies using a realistic agent-based simulation model. 
 
 
Talk 2 
 
Title: Is Outcome-based Reimbursement the Solution to High Drug Spending? 
Speaker: Hui Zhao (Penn State)  
 
Abstract: With the ever increasing drug prices, insurers, together with patients, face the risk of substantial 
spending on new drugs whose health benefits may not be guaranteed. To induce insurance coverage, 
manufacturers have started to offer an innovative outcome-based reimbursement (OBR) scheme, under 
which the insurer receives rebates if the ex-post drug effectiveness is lower than expected. In this paper, 
we investigate how the OBR scheme truly impacts insurer spending, manufacturer profitability, and 
patient health benefits, by developing an analytical model under which the manufacturer designs the 
OBR scheme and the insurer determines the optimal formulary design accordingly. Using data on drugs 
to treat a common disease, hyperlipidemia, we calibrated the model to bring answers and additional 
insights to the above questions. 
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Talk 3 
 
Title: An Achievable-Region-Based Approach for Kidney Allocation Policy Design with Endogenous 
Patient Choice 
Speaker: Yichuan Ding (UBC)  
 
Abstract: The deceased-donor kidney transplant candidates in the US are ranked according to 
characteristics of both the donor and the recipient. We seek the ranking policy that optimizes the 
efficiency-equity tradeoff among all such policies, taking into account patients' strategic choices. Our 
approach considers a broad class of ranking policies, which provides approximations to the previously 
and currently used policies in practice. It also subsumes other policies proposed in the literature 
previously. As such it facilitates a unified way of characterizing good policies. We use a fluid model to 
approximate the transplant waitlist. Modeling patients as rational decision makers, we compute the 
resulting equilibria under a broad class of ranking policies, namely the achievable region. We then 
develop an algorithm that optimizes the system performance over the achievable region. We show 
analytically that it suffices to restrict attention to priority scores that are affine in the patient's waiting time. 
We also show through a numerical study that the total QALYs can be increased substantially by allowing 
patient rankings to depend on the kidney quality. Lastly, we observe that there is almost no improvement 
if only the healthier patients are prioritized for certain kidney types. Our results verify that ranking patients 
differently for kidneys of different quality can reduce the survival mismatch and the kidney wastage 
significantly. Consequently, the policy change in 2014, that implemented prioritizing the healthiest 
patients when allocating the highest 20% quality organs, is a step in the right direction. For further 
improvement, one may consider revising the current policy by also prioritizing the least healthy patients 
on the waitlist for the lowest-quality organs. 
 
 
 
Talk 4 
 
Title: Timing it Right: Balancing Inpatient Congestion versus Readmission Risk at Discharge 
 Speaker: Pengyi Shi (Purdue) 
 
Abstract: When to discharge a patient plays an important role in hospital patient flow management and 
patient outcomes. In this work, we develop and implement a practical decision support tool to aid hospitals 
in managing the delicate balance between readmission risk at discharge and ward congestion. We 
formulate the discharge decision framework as a large-scale Markov Decision Process (MDP) that 
integrates a personalized readmission prediction model to dynamically prescribe both how many and 
which patients to discharge each day. We overcome challenges from both the analytical and prediction 
sides. Due to patient heterogeneity and the fact that length-of-stay is not memoryless, the MDP suffers 
the curse of dimensionality. We derive useful structural properties and leverage an analytical solution for 
a special cost setting to transform the MDP into a univariate optimization; this leads to an efficient dynamic 
heuristic. Meanwhile, off-the-shelf prediction models alone could not provide adequate input for our 
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decision support framework. To bridge this gap, we integrate several statistical methods to build a new 
readmission prediction model that allows us to implement our decision framework with existing hospital 
data systems. Through extensive counterfactual analyses, we demonstrate the value of our 
recommended discharge policy over our partner hospital’s historical discharge behavior. We also discuss 
the implementation efforts of this discharge optimization tool at our partner hospital.   
 
 
  
 
 
 
 

Session 3C 
 
Session Title: Learning and Analytics for E-tailer Operations 
 
Session Chair: Houmin Yan 
 
 
Talk 1 
 
Title: The Race for Online Reputation: Implications for Platforms, Firms and Consumers 
Speaker: Vijay Mookerjee (UT Dallas) 
 
Abstract: Online reputation (reflected in consumer ratings) has become a key marketing-mix variable in 
the digital world. We consider a market consisting of competing firms that participate in a platform such 
as Expedia or Yelp. Each firm exerts effort to improve its ratings, but in doing so, also influences the 
mean market rating. The sales of a firm are influenced by its own ratings and the mean rating of the firms 
in the market. We model each firm's decision problem as a stochastic control problem where the objective 
is to maximize discounted profit over a planning horizon. The joint actions of the firms generate a mean 
market equilibrium. We prove that such an equilibrium exists, is unique, and use a simple algorithm to 
compute its value. 
 
 
Talk 2 
 
Title: Dynamic Assortment Planning Based on Ranking Choice Models 
Speaker: Yanzhi Li (City U) 
 
Abstract: We propose an online assortment planning framework that learns consumer behaviour over 
time and optimises assortment recommendation dynamically. Consumer behavior is modelled with a 
ranking based choice model. The framework is featured with simultaneous learning of 

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3202975
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3202975
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consumer behaviour and assortment optimization and is capable of producing high-quality assortments 
with limited trials. Theoretically, in addition to establishing the regret bound, we show that our algorithm 
converges to the optimal assortment with high probability. Experiments with synthetic data and real 
implementation at TMall demonstrate that the framework is very effective in discovering optimal 
assortments and improving revenue.  
 
Talk 3 
 
Title: Operations Analytics for Flash-sales Products 
Speaker: Biying Shou (City U) 
 
Abstract: Flash-sales retail features big discount, limited quantity, and extremely short sales period 
(typically ranging from one day to one week). The past 10 years have seen the fast growth of the flash-
sales market. IBISWorld projected that it will continue to grow 12.4 percent annually. The flash-sales 
business model presents some unique challenges for operations management. In this talk, we present 
some preliminary findings based on one of the world’s largest flash-sales e-retailers. 
 
Talk 4 
 
Title: Click-through and Purchasing Rates Optimization for E-tailer Plate-form: Leaning, Optimal Control 
and Long-Run Average Objectives   
Speaker: Houmin Yan (City U) 
 
Abstract: We propose an online click-through and purchasing rate optimization framework that learns 
customer click-through and purchasing behavior. In this model, the selection of product advertising is 
modelled as a multi-armed bandage problem and the click-through rate can be adjusted by the product 
advertisement; and the purchasing behavior is modelled as a Markov chain and it can be enhanced by a 
dynamic pricing strategy. We demonstrate the proposed learning and optimal control framework 
optimizes a long-run average-cost. An initial study is carried out with data obtained from Tmall. 
 
 

Session 3D 
 
Title: Online Optimization in Operations Management 
Chair: Chung-Piaw Teo/He Long (NUS) 
 
Talk 1 
 
Title: Online Planning with Forecast 
Speaker: Guodong Lyu (NUS) 
 
Abstract: One of the central issues in online planning is to incorporate the forecast information in resource 
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allocation. Often this leads to intractable dynamic programming model. In this work, we study the online 
stochastic convex optimization problem with general concave objective function and global feasibility 
constraint under non-stationary environment. Leveraging on the forecast information, we develop a class 
of randomized bid-price mechanism to facilitate online planning, and demonstrate that this mechanism 
achieves near-optimal regret performance, as well as satisfying the feasibility constraint with high 
probability. 
Talk 2 
 
Title: Thompson Sampling for Cascading Bandits 
Speaker: Wang Chi Cheung (NUS) 
 
Abstract: Online recommender systems are of fundamental importance in e-service operations, such as 
internet advertisement placements and restaurant recommendations. In these settings, the decision 
maker (DM) recommends lists of items, such as advertisements or restaurants, to a stream of arriving 
customers, despite the DM’s uncertainty about the customers’ preferences. The DM can learn about the 
customers’ preferences through their partial feedback, which crucially depends on how the listed items 
are ordered. How should the DM conduct simultaneous exploration and exploitation in the uncertain 
model, and how should the items be ordered?  
  
We shed light on these fundamental questions by considering the cascading bandit model, which was 
first proposed by (Kveton et al. 2015). Motivated by the empirical success (Chapelle and Li 2011) of 
Thompson sampling (TS), we design a Thompson sampling algorithm for the cascading bandit problem. 
Our algorithm achieves the state-of-the-art theoretical performance guarantee, and our algorithm out-
performs existing online algorithms based on optimistic exploration. Our work presents the first non-trivial 
regret bound of a Thompson sampling algorithm for a stochastic combinatorial bandit problem with partial 
feedback, which potentially has applications in other settings. 
 
 
Talk 3 
 
Title: A Data-Driven Approach for Demand Forecasting and Inventory Control of Slow-moving Items 
Speaker: Sheng Bi (NUS)  
 
Abstract: We consider the demand forecasting and inventory control problem for items with intermittent 
usage, i.e., demand time series with many periods of zero usage. 
 
Slow-moving items, a.k.a. long tail items, usually take up valuable shelf space and tie up capital of 
manufacturers and retailers. It is therefore essential to forecast demand and manage inventory for slow-
moving items. Very often, the empirical demand data is being used to estimate the demand distribution 
(if there is an order), and the probability that demand will arrive in a period. These are subsequently used 
to guide inventory replenishment decisions. However, errors in the estimation process may skew the 
performance of any well-intended inventory management approach. This gives rise to numerous research 
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efforts in recent years to obtain more refined demand estimates and/or new inventory models that would 
have more robust performance in practice. 
 
In this paper, we use a portfolio approach to hedge the risk of inventory exposure between successive 
order arrivals, using as input the (estimated) joint distribution of demands and interarrival times, 
represented by a two-dimensional histogram (discrete or continuous). To account for errors in the demand 
estimation, we propose a distributionally robust inventory control model using the Wasserstein 
uncertainty set on the nominal demand-interarrival distribution, to determine the state-dependent order-
up-to levels for this problem. 
 
Our approach chooses order-up-to levels adaptively in the system, depending on how long a demand 
has not occurred. We implement this and other benchmark methods on synthetic and real data, and find 
that our robust policy reduces inventory cost by around 15% compared to the benchmarks. 
 
 
 

Session 4A 
 
Sessoin Title: Information and Learning in Dynamic Resource Allocation  
Session Chair: Kuang Xu (Stanford) 
 
 
Talk 1 
 
Title: Global Convergence Guarantees for Policy Gradient Methods  
Speaker: Daniel Russo (Columbia University) 
 
Abstract: Policy gradients methods are perhaps the most widely used class of reinforcement learning 
algorithms.  These methods apply to complex, poorly understood, control problems by performing 
stochastic gradient descent over a parameterized class of polices. Unfortunately, even for simple control 
problems solvable by classical techniques, policy gradient algorithms face non-convex optimization 
problems and are widely understood to converge only to local minima.    

 
This work identifies structural properties -- shared by finite MDPs and several classic control problems -
- which guarantee policy gradient methods rapidly convergence to globally optimal solutions despite the 
non-convex nature of the objective function. When these conditions are relaxed, our work guarantees 
convergence to a near-optimal performance, where the limiting error depends on a notion of the capacity 
of the policy class. The analysis builds on standard theory of policy iteration. It seems to offer a clarifying 
perspective on a segment of the operations literature that studies online gradient algorithms for setting 
base-stock levels in inventory control and on recent work by [Fazel, Ge, Kakade and Mesbahi, 2018] who 
establish global convergence of policy gradient methods in linear quadratic control problems through an 
intricate analysis of the relevant matrices.  
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Talk 2 
 

Title: Learning to Control in Metric Space 
Speaker: Mengdi Wang (Princeton University) 

  
Abstract: We study online reinforcement learning for finite-horizon deterministic control systems with 
arbitrary state and action spaces. Suppose that the transition dynamics and reward function is unknown, 
but the state and action space is endowed with a metric that characterizes the proximity between different 
states and actions. We provide a surprisingly simple upper-confidence reinforcement learning algorithm 
that uses a function approximation oracle to estimate optimistic Q functions from experiences. We prove 
sublinear regret that depends on the doubling dimension of the state space with respect to the given 
metric - which is intrinsic and typically much smaller than the appeared dimension. We also establish a 
matching regret lower bound. The proposed method can be adapted to work for more structured 
systems.  

 
 

Talk 3 
 

Title: Information, memory and capacity in dynamic resource allocation 
Speaker: Kuang Xu (Stanford University) 

 
Abstract: We propose a general framework, dubbed Stochastic Processing under Imperfect Information 
(SPII), to study the impact of information constraints and memories on dynamic resource allocation. The 
framework involves a Stochastic Processing Network (SPN) scheduling problem in which the decision 
maker may access the system state only through a noisy channel, and resource allocation decisions 
must be carried out through the interaction between an encoding policy (who observes the state) and 
allocation policy (who chooses the allocation) situated on the two ends of the channel. Applications in the 
management of large-scale data centers and human-in-the-loop service systems are among our chief 
motivations.  

 
We quantify the degree to which information constraints reduce the size of the capacity region in general 
SPNs, and how such reduction depends on the amount of memories available to the encoding and 
allocation policies. Using a novel metric, capacity factor, our main theorem characterizes the reduction in 
capacity region (under “optimal” policies) for all non-degenerate channels, and across almost all 
combinations of memory sizes. Notably, the theorem demonstrates, in substantial generality, that (1) the 
presence of a noisy channel always reduce capacity, (2) more memories for the allocation policy always 
improve capacity, and (3) more memories for the encoding policy have little to no effect on capacity. 
Finally, all of our positive (achievability) results are established through constructive, implementable 
policies.  

 
Our proof program involves the development of a host of new techniques, largely from first principles, by 
combining ideas from information theory, learning and queueing theory. As a sub-module of one of the 
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policies proposed, we create a simple yet powerful generalization of the Max-Weight policy, in which 
individual Markov chains are selected dynamically, in a manner analogous to how schedules are used in 
a conventional Max-Weight policy.  

 
 
 
 
 
 

Session 4B 
 
Session Title: Optimal Control in Stochastic Systems 

Session Chair: Jiheng Zhang (HKUST) 

 

Talk 1:  

Title: A Learning Algorithm for Capacity Provisioning of Queueing Systems with Impatient Customers 
Speaker: Shining Wu (PolyU) 
 
Abstract: We study the capacity provisioning problem of a service system where system information is 
unknown. Customers are impatient and may balk with certain probabilities depending on the system 
crowdedness and service capacity. We develop a learning algorithm for the firm to maximize its long run 
profit by adjusting service capacity on the fly as more data are collected during operations. Our algorithm 
is asymptotically optimal as the average regret converges to zero as the time horizon goes to infinity. 

 

Talk 2:  

Title: On-demand Matching in a Spatial Model with Abandonment and Cancellation 
Speaker: Guangju Wang (HKUST) 
 
Abstract: Car-hailing platforms, such as Uber and Didi-Chuxing, have a profound impact on the way 
people travel and commute. As an intermediary between passengers and drivers, a platform gathers 
location information from both sides and makes matchings on-demand upon passenger’s 
requests. Optimization of such matching decisions is challenging because of the complexity in the 
dynamics of the queueing networks consisting of drivers and passengers in different status and the 
interdependency between the dynamics, matching decisions, and the spatial factor. We first propose a 
spatial model to approximate the pick-up distance of a matching based on the number of waiting 
passengers and idle drivers. In the spatial model, we analyze the queueing dynamics where the platform 
can control the matching process according to the pick-up distance and obtain tractable and accurate 
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performance approximations. Based on the approximation, we identify an insightful optimality condition 
that is also easy to implement. We also propose a self-adaptive policy to find the optimal pick-up distance 
in response of the changing environment. 

 

Talk 3: 

Title: Online Demand Fulfillment under Limited Flexibility 
Speaker: Hailun Zhang (HKUST) 
 
Abstract: We study online demand fulfillment in sparse networks with arbitrary numbers of resources and 
request types, and positive Generalized Chaining Gaps (GCG) introduced by Shi et al. (2018). We show 
that such a sparse network with limited flexibility is both necessary and sufficient to achieve bounded 
performance gap compared with networks with full flexibility, extending the work by Asadpour et al. 
(2018) from the long chains to more general sparse networks. We develop simple inventory allocation 
rules and guidelines for designing sparse network structures with positive GCGs such as generalized 
long chains. Numerical experiments and a real case study are conducted to confirm our findings as well 
as some of the flexibility principles conjectured in the literature. 

 

 

Session 4C 
 
Session Title: Simulation Optimization 
Session Chair: Yijie Peng (PKU) 
 
 
Talk 1 
 
Title: A Misspecification Test for Simulation Metamodels 
Speaker: Guangwu Liu (City U HK) 
 
Abstract: Simulation metamodels have been widely used to study complex stochastic systems in a variety 
of applications ranging from optimization of service systems to measurement of financial risk. In such 
contexts, assessment of the adequacy of the metamodels in use plays a critical role in decision making. 
In this talk, we propose a quantitative measure, referred to as mean squared discrepancy (MSD), to 
quantify metamodel adequacy. Built upon this discrepancy measure, we further propose a 
misspecification test for simulation metamodels. Asymptotic properties of both the MSD estimator and 
the misspecification test are analyzed, demonstrating the effectiveness of the proposed discrepancy 
measure and the misspecification test.  
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Talk 2 
 
Title: Speeding Up Ranking and Selection Procedures for Large Scale Problems Using Cloud Computing 
Speaker: Jun Luo (SJTU) 
 
Abstract: Classical sequential ranking-and-selection (R&S) procedures require all pairwise comparisons 
after collecting one additional observation from each surviving system, which is typically an O(k^2) 
operation where k is the number of systems. When the number of systems is large (e.g., millions), these 
comparisons can be very costly and may significantly slow down the R&S procedures, especially using 
parallel simulation. In this talk we revise well-known KN procedure slightly and show that one may reduce 
the computational complexity of all pairwise comparisons to an O(k) operation, thus significantly reducing 
the computational burden. We further notice that the computational complexity of communications could 
be a bottleneck as using the Master/Slave parallel structure. Then we proposed a divide-and-conquer 
approach to reduce the communicational complexity significantly. Numerical experiments in both the local 
server and Google Cloud demonstrate the benefit of our proposed procedure as solving large scale R&S 
problems. 
 
 
Talk 3 
 
Title: Stochastic Gradient Estimation for Artificial Neural Networks 
Speaker: Yijie Peng (PKU) 
 
Abstract: We consider artificial neural networks (ANN) with processing noise. We derive an infinitesimal 
perturbation analysis (IPA) and a likelihood ration (LR) gradient estimator for ANNs. We show that the 
IPA estimator, though mathematically equivalent to the backpropagation (BP) algorithm, has higher 
computational complexity than the BP algorithm. To overcome the obstacle posed to IPA and standard 
stochastic gradient methods incumbent for BP by discontinuous activation and loss functions, we 
introduce a push-out LR estimator. The push-out LR gradient estimator is computationally more efficient 
than the backpropagation algorithm, and it avoids differentiating the actual ANN. This allows for 
discontinuous activation and loss functions to be handled by our LR estimator. We implement the 
developed stochastic gradient estimation techniques for an example on identifying images of numbers 
from 0 to 9. The new method can significantly improve the defensiveness of ANN against adversarial 
attacks, where a very small perturbation of the inputs can drastically alter the classification result. 
 
 
Talk 4 
 
Title: Ranking and Selection Under Input Uncertainty: Fixed Confidence and Fixed Budget 
Speaker: Enlu Zhou (Georgia Tech) 
 
Abstract: In stochastic simulation, input uncertainty (IU) is caused by the error in estimating the input 
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distributions using finite real-world data. When it comes to simulation-based Ranking and Selection (R&S), 
ignoring IU could lead to the failure of many existing selection procedures. In this paper, we study R&S 
under IU by allowing the possibility of acquiring additional data. Two classical R&S formulations are 
extended to account for IU: (i) for fixed confidence, we consider when data arrive sequentially so that IU 
can be reduced over time; (ii) for fixed budget, a joint budget is assumed to be available for both collecting 
input data and running simulations. New procedures are proposed for each formulation using the 
frameworks of Sequential Elimination and Optimal Computing Budget Allocation, with theoretical 
guarantees provided accordingly (e.g., upper bound on the expected running time and finite-sample 
bound on the probability of false selection). Numerical results demonstrate the effectiveness of our 
procedures through a multi-stage production-inventory problem. 
 
 

Session 4D  
 
Session Title: Service Operations from the Perspective of Strategic Queueing 
Session Chair: Jianfu Wang (NTU) 
 
 
Talk 1:  
 
Title: On the ‘Jump-in-Pool’ Equilibrium in an Unobservable Priority Queue with Homogeneous 
Customers 
Speaker: Pengfei Guo (PolyU) 
  
Abstract: We consider customer equilibrium queueing strategies in an unobservable M/M/n non-
preemptive priority queue with homogeneous customers. Arriving customers need to make their joining-
or-balking decisions by choosing one of the following three options: balking, joining the regular queue, or 
joining the priority queue with an additional fee. By adopting a different approach from directly solving the 
indifference equations that make the customer indifferent between joining and balking, we show that 
when the priority price is within a certain range, there exists a type of equilibrium called Jump-in-Pool 
(JIP) equilibrium, in which joining customers obtain a positive utility while balking customers get zero 
utility. We show that the JIP equilibrium is stable and Pareto dominates the ordinary equilibrium (i.e., the 
one derived by solving the indifference equations). This JIP equilibrium overturns the results in the 
existing literature on customers’ strategic queueing behavior (i.e., when customers are homogeneous 
and the queue is unobservable, a service provider can rip off all consumer surplus, and profit 
maximization coincides with welfare maximization). Ignoring the JIP equilibrium in priority pricing could 
seriously harm the service provider under both profit maximization and welfare maximization. 
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Talk 2:  
 
Title: Managing Services with Dependent Service Valuation and Service Times 
Speaker: Chenguang Wu (HKUST) 
 
Abstract: In many services, a customer's valuation for the service depends on the amount of time that 
customer requires for service. We consider a queueing model which explicitly captures such dependence 
in congestion-prone services. Our goal is to study the impact of the dependence on the service provider's 
pricing decision and revenue performance. We first consider a benchmark case in which customers are 
charged a fixed fee for service. Employing a bivariate dependence ordering to rank the strength of 
dependence, we show that the service provider's revenue decreases with the strength of dependence. 
In particular, a positive dependence always hurts the revenue. Next, to overcome the possible 
disadvantage of positive dependence, we propose a service-based pricing (SBP) scheme that prices a 
customer's service based on the customer's realized service time. Analyzing an important class of 
dependencies, we show that the SBP scheme can be designed to exploit the underlying dependence for 
surplus extraction. A positive dependence, if properly addressed, can be used to generate more revenue 
than the case of no dependence. 
 
Talk 3 
 
Title: Efficient Inaccuracy: User-Generated Information Sharing in a Queue 
Speaker: Jianfu Wang (NTU) 
 
Abstract: We study a service system which does not have the capability of monitoring and disclosing its 
real-time congestion level. However, the customers can observe and post their observations online, and 
future arrivals can take into account such user-generated information when deciding whether to go to the 
service facility. We perform pairwise comparisons of the shared, full, and no queue length information 
structures in terms of social welfare. Perhaps surprisingly, we show that the shared queue length 
information may provide greater social welfare than full queue length information when the entry cost to 
the service facility falls into some ranges, and the shared and full queue length information always 
generate greater social welfare than no queue length information. Therefore, the discrete disclosure of 
congestion through user-generated sharing can lead to as much, or even greater, social welfare, as the 
continuous stream of real-time queue length information disclosure, and always generates greater social 
welfare than no queue length information disclosure at all. These results imply that a little, inaccurate and 
lagged, shared queue length information can go a long way and that it may be more socially beneficial to 
encourage the sharing of user-generated information among customers than to provide them with full 
real-time queue length information. 
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Talk 4 
 
Title: Urban Consolidation Center or Peer-to-Peer Platform? The Solution to Urban Last-Mile Delivery 
Speaker : Qiyuan DENG (presenter), Xin FANG, Yun Fong LIM 
 
Abstract: The growth of urban population and e-commerce activities increases the demand for urban last-
mile delivery, exerting intense pressure on the well-being of cities. To reduce traffic congestion and 
pollution, an urban consolidation center (UCC) bundles shipments from multiple carriers before delivering 
them to a city center. Despite the potential benefits, the adoption rate of UCCs in practice is low. In 
contrast, notable peer-to-peer platforms have been established recently to share delivery capacity. We 
investigate the performance of these two business models in terms of a consolidator’s profit and the 
social-environmental impact. Specifically, we study a two-period game-theoretical model involving a 
consolidator, who operates a UCC or a capacity sharing platform, and multiple carriers, who choose to 
use the consolidator’s service or to deliver their shipments of random volumes on their own. Our results 
suggest that, in general, the UCC is more profitable than the platform if the carriers’ fixed delivery cost is 
large. In addition, if the number of carriers is large, then the UCC is more efficient in reducing the social-
environmental impact than the platform. Otherwise, the platform is more efficient. 
 
 
 

Session 5A 
  
Session Title: Tractable approaches for optimization under uncertainty 
Session Chair: Melvyn Sim 
 
 
Talk 1:  
 
Title: Robust Stochastic Optimization with RSOME 
Speaker: Peng Xiong (NUS) 
  
Abstract: We present a new mathematical optimization model known as the robust stochastic optimization 
(RSO), which unifies both stochastic programming and robust optimization in a synergistic and tractable 
framework via a novel event-wise ambiguity set. The proposed event wise ambiguity set is rich enough 
to capture traditional statistic-based ambiguity sets such as convex generalized moments, mixture 
distribution, φ-divergence, Wasserstein metric, and also opens up novel machine-learning-based ones 
such as K-means clustering. To address the non anticipativity of recourse decisions, we introduce the 
event-wise recourse adaptations, which integrate the scenario-tree adaptation originating from stochastic 
programming and the affine adaptation popularized in robust optimization. Based on the proposed 
framework, we developed a new software package called Robust Stochastic Optimization Modeling 
Environment (RSOME) to facilitate the implementation of RSO models. 
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Talk 2:  
 
Title: Joint Pricing and Production: A Fusion of Machine Learning and Robust Optimization 
Speaker: Qinshen Tang (NUS) 
  
Abstract: We integrate machine learning with distributionally robust optimization to address a two-period 
problem for the joint pricing and production of multiple items. First, we generalize the additive demand 
model to capture both cross-product and cross-period effects as well as the demand dependence across 
periods. Next, we apply K-means clustering to the demand residual mapping based on historical data 
and then construct a K-means ambiguity set on that residual while specifying only the mean, the support, 
and the mean absolute deviation. Finally, we investigate the joint pricing and production problem by 
proposing a K-means adaptive markdown policy and an affine recourse approximation; the latter allows 
us to reformulate the problem as an approximate but more tractable mixed-integer linear programming 
problem. Both the case study and our simulation demonstrate that, with only a few clusters, the K-means 
adaptive markdown policy and ambiguity set can increase expected profits by 1.11% on average and by 
as much as 2.22%---as compared with the empirical model---when applied to most out-of-sample tests. 
 
 
Talk 3 
  
Title: Resource Satisficing Advance Scheduling 
Speaker: Minglong Zhou (NUS) 
  
Abstract: We consider a public hospital's advance scheduling problem, where the day's surgery requests 
must be assigned while ensuring acceptable waiting times for scheduled patients. Given the stochastic 
arrivals of patients and their uncertain utilization of resources (e.g., operating theaters, manpower, 
diagnostic equipment), it is impossible for the planner to devise a risk-free schedule without violating 
resource constraints and creating negative effects that include escalation of overtime costs, longer patient 
waiting times, and reduced morale of healthcare workers. The difficulty of quantifying these costs leads 
us to propose a resource satisficing framework that renders the violation of resource constraints less 
likely. The risk of resource overutilization is captured by our Resource Satisficing Risk Index (RSRI), 
which differs from the ``expected utilization'' rate in that it gives performance bounds for not only the 
probability but also the magnitude of overutilization. We incorporate nonanticipative adaptive scheduling 
of future arrivals into the RSRI lexicographic minimization problem, which can be formulated and solved 
via a converging sequence of mixed-integer optimization problems. Our model is flexible enough to 
accommodate distributional ambiguity, no-shows, and emergency requests. A computational study 
establishes that our approach reduces resource overutilization risks to a greater extent than do 
benchmark methods. 
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Talk 4 
 
Title: Classification with Limited Information 
Speaker: Rui Gao (Texas) 
 
Abstract: We develop a tractable and general framework for robust classification when the data from one 
or more category is limited. The framework features a data-driven and distribution-free way to construct 
uncertainty sets via the Wasserstein metric. We develop a convex safe approximation of the minimax 
formulation and show it renders a nearly-optimal classifier among all possible classifiers. By exploiting 
the structure of the worst-case distribution, we also develop a tractable reformulation of such 
approximation, with complexity independent of the dimension of observation space and can be nearly 
sample-size-independent in general.  
 
 
 

Session 5B 
 
Session Title: Optimal Designs to Improve Performances of Systems and Markets 
Session Chair: Peng Sun (Duke) 
 
 
Talk 1 
 
Title: Improved Queue-Size Scaling for Input-Queued Switches via Graph Factorization 
Speaker: Jiaming Xu (Duke) 
 
Abstract: We study the scaling of the expected total queue size in an n by n input-queued switch, as a 
function of both the load rho and the system scale n.  We provide a new class of scheduling policies 
under which the scaling of the expected total queue size improves over the previously best-known 
scalings. A key ingredient in our method is a tight characterization of the largest k-factor of a random 
bipartite multigraph. 
 
 
Talk 2 
 
Title: Operational Tools for Optimizing Performance of Two-sided Service Platforms 
Speaker: Sasa Pekec (Duke) 
 
Abstract: We build an evolutionary game theory model to investigate how users’ behavior evolves in 
response to a service platform’s operational decisions, and study how it impacts the platform’s 
performance and the social welfare. We characterize sustainable asymptotically stable equilibria of this 
dynamic system, and show how the platform could use operational tools at its disposal to optimize its 
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performance.  Specifically, we establish that a platform does not necessarily need to use standard 
pricing instruments, and could instead simultaneously incentivize socially-optimal user conduct and 
improve social welfare by prioritizing high-rating users within its market matching procedure. 
 
 
 
Talk 3 
 
Title: Optimal Monitoring Schedule in Dynamic Contracts 
Speaker: Peng Sun (Duke) 
 
Abstract: A principal induces effort from an agent to reduce the arrival rate of a Poisson process of 
adverse events. The effort is costly to the agent, and unobservable to the principal, unless the principal 
is monitoring the agent. Monitoring ensures effort but is costly to the principal. The optimal contract 
involves monetary payments and monitoring sessions that depend on past arrival times. We formulate 
the problem as a stochastic optimal control model and solve the problem analytically. The optimal 
schedules of payment and monitoring demonstrate different structures depending on model 
parameters. Overall, the optimal dynamic contracts are simple to describe, easy to compute and 
implement, and intuitive to explain. 
 
 

Session 5C 
 
Session Title: Data Science in Practice 
Session Chair: Hengqing Ye (Poly U) 
 
 
Talk 1 
 
Title: Network Analysis and Its Practical Applications. 
Speaker: Yuewen Liu (Xi'an Jiaotong University) 
 
Abstract: Networks, including social networks and complex networks, hide in a lot of datasets. Network 
analysis is a powerful method to extract value from these datasets, in terms of data quality evaluation, 
link prediction (friend recommendation), network structure identification, etc. This report briefly illustrates 
some network analysis studies, including (1) students' social network based on the canteen transaction 
records; (2) friend recommendation on IM networks such as Renren and QQ; and (3) communication 
tower network based on mobile positioning records. 
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Talk 2 
 
Title: Lot-sizing and Scheduling in a Multistage Production System with Demand Information Updating: A 
case of Yanfeng Automotive Trim Systems 
Speaker: Guohua Wan (SJTU) 
 
Abstract: In this talk, we will discuss a lot-sizing and scheduling problem, arising in the production 
scheduling and inventory control practices in Yanfeng Automotive Trim Systems, an automotive 
components supplier with annual sales RMB129.2 billion in 2017. We will describe the problem in the 
real setting, in particular the demand information updating, the production process, the bottleneck 
machine in the production line, as well as the solution approach to this complicated real problem, 
including demand forecasting, lot-sizing and scheduling model and algorithms for solving the problems. 
 
Talk 3 
  
Title: Combining machine learning and column generation techniques to solve the set cover model for a 
multiple container loading problem. 
Speaker: Wenbin Zhu (South China University of Technology) 
 
Abstract: In 2016, the total volume of containerized global trade reaches 140 million TEUs. Improving the 
space utilization of containers will bring tremendous social economic value. Like many other hard 
combinatorial problems, the multiple container loading problem can be formulated as a set cover model 
and solved by the column generation technique. The main challenge is that the pricing subproblem is 
also very hard and require substantial computational effort. We speed up the solution process by first 
ignoring the 3D shape of items in the subproblem to obtained a relaxation, which can be solved efficiently 
as a knapsack problem. We then build an artificial neuro network (ANN) to forecast the gap between the 
3D packing subproblem and its corresponding relaxation. We revise the relaxed solutions to approximate 
the true solutions of the subproblems more closely. Based on the revised approximate solutions to the 
subproblems, we apply the column generation technique to find a solution to the overall problem. The 
numerical experiment shows that our ANN can reduce the gap between the true solution to 3D 
subproblems and their corresponding relaxations by more than 80% for many scenarios and our overall 
algorithm can find better solutions in short computational time than the existing algorithms. 
 
The effectiveness of our approach can be explained as follows, the gap between a 3D packing instance 
and its relaxation is heavily influenced by data characteristics such as the sizes of the items. The 
characteristics of problem instances faced by a company exhibit certain regularity due to its operations. 
The regularity of data characteristics in a company can be captured by the forecast model via intensive 
training based on its historical data. When solving a new instance for the company, the regularity of data 
captured by the forecast model enables us to approximate the hard 3D packing subproblem accurately 
with little computational effort and thus speed up the solution process. Our approach may inspire new 
algorithms to hard combinatorial problems that have a natural set cover formulation, e.g., Vehicle Routing 
Problems, Crew Scheduling Problems.  
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Session 5D  
 
Session Title: Interface of Operations and Finance  
Session Chair: Liao Wang (HKU) 
 
 
Talk 1  
 
Title: Combined Custom Hedging: Optimal Design, Noninsurable Exposure, and Operational Risk 
Management 
Speaker: Andrea Roncoroni (ESSEC Business School) 
 
Abstract: We develop a normative framework for the optimal design, value assessment, and risk 
management integration of combined contingent claims. A risk-averse firm faces a mix of financially 
insurable and noninsurable risk. They seek optimal positioning in a pair of custom claims, one written on 
the insurable term, and another written on any listed index correlated to the noninsurable term. We prove 
that a unique optimum always exists unless the index is redundant, and the optimal payoff schedules 
satisfy a design equation which is dual to the partial differential equation arising in asset pricing. We 
derive a tight lower bound and an estimate of the firm’s utility gain over the best single-claim hedges 
available so far: incremental benefit monotonically increases with the correlation of the index to the 
noninsurable term and decreases with the correlation of the index to the insurable term. We show that 
by integrating our optimal combined hedge with optimal operations management in a generalized 
newsvendor model, a firm may translate the corresponding utility enhancement into a significant 
reduction of operational effort. Our theoretical development unifies two strands of research in the interface 
between finance and operations. 
 
 
Talk 2 
 
Title: Blockchain in Platforms: Operational and Financial Implications  
Speaker: Alex Yang (HKU), Jiri Chod, Nikolaos Trichakis 
  
Abstract: This paper studies whether blockchain technology can help improve the financing and 
operations of a two-side platform by alleviating agency conflicts. In our model, an entrepreneur seeks 
financing to invest in physical capacity of the two-sided platform and exerts managerial effort to boost 
demand. Individuals then decide whether to join the platform and serve demand. In terms of capacity 
financing and platform operation, the entrepreneur either chooses a traditional model where the platform 
is financed through venture capital, and a blockchain based model. By comparing these two modes, we 
find that the two roles of blockchain, namely, financing (through initial coin offering, ICO) and governance 
(decentralized control), make it the favorable choice when individual platform participants bear a 
significant portion of the costs of building the platform, and building the platform requires significant 
entrepreneurial effort. However, if the entrepreneur's share of capacity cost is high, or when demand is 
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less sensitive to entrepreneur effort, the traditional mode can still be advantageous. 
 
 
Talk 3 
 
Title: Food Safety Audits in the Developing Economies: Centralization vs. Decentralization 
Speaker: Duo Shi (CUHK-Shenzhen) 
 
Abstract: A commonly believed cause for the food safety problems in the developing economies is that 
the government's auditing system is decentralized. Unlike the developed countries where the whole food 
supply chain is centrally audited, different tiers of a food supply chain are usually audited by different 
government agencies in the developing countries such as China and Brazil. In this paper, we analytically 
investigate how agency structure and the food safety outcome interact by studying a canonical two-tier 
supply chain associated with the corresponding upstream and downstream auditing agencies. The two 
agencies can be decentralized, i.e., minimizing their individual agency costs, or centralized, i.e., 
minimizing their overall agency cost. Contrary to the common belief, we find that the decentralized food 
safety auditing system may outperform the centralized one in certain situations. Two drivers of this result 
are identified: the supplier's strategic response to the agencies' auditing efforts, and the misalignment 
between the agencies' cost-minimization objective and the food safety outcome. In addition, we find that 
higher auditing capabilities of the agencies can lead to a worse food safety outcome. More severe 
penalties of a safety incident may also impair the food safety outcome if charged for the agencies, but 
always enhances the outcome if charged for the firms. In the end, we propose a responsibility reallocation 
approach to improve the performance of the decentralized auditing system. Our results provide a deeper 
understanding of how agency structure drives food safety outcome on top of the existing cognition. 
 
 

Session 6A 
 
Session Title: Simulation and its applications in optimization and data analysis 
Session Chair: Xinyun Chen (CUHK-SZ) 
 
 
Talk 1 
 
Title: Momentum-Based Acceleration for Non-convex Stochastic Optimization 
Speaker: Xuefeng Gao (CUHK) 
 
Abstract: We consider stochastic non-convex optimization problems that arise in several applications 
including machine learning and the stochastic gradient Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (SGHMC) algorithm to 
solve them. We obtain the first finite-time global convergence guarantees for SGHMC in the context of 
both empirical and population risk minimization. Our results show SGHMC can achieve acceleration on 
a class of non-convex problems compared to overdamped Langevin MCMC approaches such as the 
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stochastic gradient Langevin dynamics. This is joint work with Mert Gurbuzbalaban and Lingjiong Zhu. 
 
 
Talk 2 
 
Title:  Bayesian Sequential Learning for Contextual Selection 
Speaker: Xiaowei Zhang (City U) 
 
Abstract: A typical decision making problem in practice is to select the best from a collection of alternatives. 
The value of each alternative, however, is unknown and can only be learned via expensive sampling. 
Motivated by the emerging popularity of personalized decision making in various areas including 
healthcare and e-commerce, we study the selection problem in the presence of contextual information, 
where the best alternative is not universal but depends on certain covariates. Given a limited sampling 
budget, we propose an adaptive sampling strategy to efficiently learn the decision rule that specifies the 
best alternative for a given value of the covariates. The sampling strategy is developed via a 
nonparametric Bayesian approach and is shown to be asymptotically optimal. We demonstrate the 
usefulness of our methodology via a case study in personalized medicine for selecting the best cancer 
treatment regimen. 
 
 
Talk 3 
 
Title: Efficient model selection for arrival data 
Speaker: Zeyu Zheng (Berkeley) 
 
Abstract: In modeling non-stationary arrival data, a standard approach is to break the full time horizon 
into sub-intervals, and different models are fitted on each sub-interval. We show that the choice of interval 
boundaries is important to decisions, in particular those made in real time. We then describe two new 
methods that effectively select the interval boundaries, while at the same time penalizing overfitting. 
Consistency of the proposed methods are also discussed. This work is joint with Peter W. Glynn. 
 
 
 
Talk 4 
 
Title: Stationary Simulation for Queues with Autoregressive Arrivals 
Speaker: Xinyun Chen (CUHK-SZ) 
 
Abstract: Motivated by the applications in social media, healthcare and financial systems, queueing 
models with autoregressive arrivals, such as the Hawkes or shot-noise-driven arrivals, have been studied 
in several recent works. So far, there is no analytic approach to compute the stationary distribution of 
single- or multiple - server queues. In this talk, we propose a family of simulation algorithms to estimate 
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unbiasedly the stationary distribution of queues with autoregressive arrivals.  
 
 

Session 6B 
 
Chair: Yichuan Ding (UBC) 
Title: Capacity Management in Healthcare 
 
 
Talk 1 
 
Speaker: Yuqian Xu (UIUC)  
Title: The ZocDoc Effect: How Does Online Information Impact Appointment Availability in Outpatient 
Care? 
  
Abstract: With the rapid development of online technology, patients are now exposed to a lot of 
information about doctors before making appointments. This increasing availability of information raises 
questions regarding the impact of online channels on patients' valuation and doctors' service incentives. 
In this paper, we propose a queueing model to study the impact of online information on patients and 
doctor's decisions. 
Talk 2 
 
Speaker: Pengyi Shi (Purdue)  
Title: Inpatient capacity design with a network view and off-service placement 
 
Abstract: Inpatient ward beds play a central role in hospital operations. To better facilitate coordination of 
care, inpatient ward beds are usually grouped into different specialized units, where each unit is 
designated to serve patients from certain primary specialties. However, inpatient wards are often 
associated with high bed utilization and high variability in demands. When waiting time is excessively 
long before a bed in the primary specialty becomes available, patients are often assigned to beds in non-
primary ward. This is referred to as off-service placement. In this paper, we take a data-driven approach 
to study the capacity management problem in inpatient wards by taking into account three key aspects 
of the problem: the causal effect of off-service placement on patient outcome from econometric analysis 
with instrumental variable, the complex nature of the bed assignment decisions from estimating a 
multinomial choice model, and the network structure of the wards captured by a high-fidelity simulation 
model. Our counterfactual analysis provides both prescriptive solutions and generalizable insights for 
hospital managers to improve supply-demand mismatch and to balance focused versus flexible 
capacities in inpatient wards. 
 
 
Talk 3 
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Speaker: Guohua Wan (SJTU) 
Title: Appointment Scheduling in Tandem Service Systems 
 
Abstract: In many healthcare services, patients have to go through a series of services instead of just a 
single one. An example is infusion service, where patients get their blood drawn first, then go to see the 
doctor, and finally receive treatment service. We model such multi-stage service process explicitly as a 
transient tandem queue, where customers arrive according to their scheduled appointments at each 
stage of the services. Our objective is to minimize the total expected waiting costs of patients, idling and 
overtime costs of service providers, by properly choosing the scheduled arrival times of patients at each 
stage. With our model, patients are provided with a detailed visit itinerary for the services. We disprove 
some elegant properties of the objective function (e.g., L-convexity and submodularity) in classic single-
stage appointment scheduling and show that the problem cannot be relaxed effectively to a convex 
optimization problem. We then derive a mixed binary linear program reformulation, and propose a simple 
and yet innovative scheduling policy for this problem. Our policy improves upon common practices and 
yields near-optimal schedules. 
 
Talk 4 
 
Title: Optimal Stopping for Medical Treatment with Predictive Information 
Speaker: Zhichao Zheng (SMU) 
 
Abstract: The availability of data and the advancement in machine learning techniques make accurate 
prediction of future a foreseeable reality. How to efficiently utilize the predictive information in a multi-
stage medical decision-making environment, however, remains understudied. In this paper, we develop 
a discrete time, finite horizon Markov decision process model incorporating predictive information to 
support medical treatment continuation decisions. We extend our framework to the situation with 
prediction errors using partially observable Markov decision process. We characterize the structure of 
the optimal policies under both settings and show that knowing predictive information can lead to 
significantly different decision protocols. We calibrate and test our models for the extubation problem in 
the intensive care unit (ICU). Using a patient-level dataset, we compare the performance of different 
extubation policies and demonstrate that incorporating predictive information can decrease extubation 
failure rate and reduce ICU length of stay, especially for patients with worse initial condition. 
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Session 6C 
 
Title: Operations Research applications in Transportation 
Speaker: Ning Zhu 
 
 
Talk 1 
 
Title:  An exact method for the vehicle routing problem with consistency requirements 
Speaker Jun Xia (Shanghai Jiaotong University) 
 
Abstract: In the literature, the goal of consistent vehicle routing problems (ConVRPs) is to design 
synchronized routes on multiple days to serve a group of customers while minimizing the total travel cost 
(or time). The synchronization requirement stipulates that customers should be visited at roughly the 
same time (time consistency) by a small set of familiar drivers (driver consistency). This paper generalizes 
ConVRPs for any level of the two consistency requirements and addresses route consistency, meaning 
that each driver is confined to a small set of routes. The expectation is that service reliability can be 
improved by increasing route familiarity. Simultaneous delivery and pickup operations are considered in 
our problem to improve vehicle utilization. This problem is difficult because it has to combine multi-day 
routes into consistent schedules for drivers, in addition to deciding routes. To solve this problem, we 
develop an arc-based formulation and reformulate it as two set-partitioning formulations, one based on 
routes and the other based on schedules. We investigate valid lower bounds on the linear relaxations of 
both set-partitioning formulations. The lower bounds are utilized to derive a subset of columns (routes 
and schedules), for which the schedule subset is constructed by the route subset; within the subset are 
columns of an optimal solution for each set-partitioning formulation. We then solve the reduced problem 
of either formulation to achieve an optimal solution. Numerical results show that our exact method can 
effectively solve most of the medium-sized ConVRP instances (with up to 30 customers) from the 
literature. The proposed method also solves some newly generated instances involving up to 50 
customers following a general consistency setting. 
 
 
 
Talk 2 
 
Title: Bi-objective Simulation-based Optimization Applied in Network-Wide Traffic Control Studies 
Speaker:  Liang Zheng (Central South University) 
 
Abstract: To address the bi-objective Simulation-based Optimization (SO) problem with high-dimensional 
variables and stochastic noises, a Bi-objective Stochastic Simulation-based Optimization (BOSSO) 
method is proposed, and applied to search the reliable signal timing plans with the balance consideration 
of traffic efficiency and equity (traffic efficiency and vehicular emissions, or traffic efficiency and safety). 
Moreover, to deal with the bi-objective SO problem with implementation errors and parameter 
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uncertainties, a Bi-objective Robust Simulation-based Optimization (BORSO) method is put forward. It is 
also introduced to solve the network-wide bi-objective traffic signal control optimization problems under 
two types of uncertainties. Numerical results validate the effectiveness of BOSSO and BORSO. 
 
 
Talk 3 
 
Title: Applications of Real Time Optimization in Bus Transit Scheduling 
Speaker: Ning Zhu (Tianjin University) 
 
Abstract: In this seminar we discuss two applications of real time optimization in bus transit scheduling. 
We specifically focus on operations of high frequency buses serving curbside bus stops. During bus daily 
operations, there are two kinds of phenomena that can affect the level of bus service in a major way, 
namely the queueing of buses at bus stops and the bunching of buses during their transit times between 
stops. Bus queues are common at curbside stops and may cause significant delays; bus bunching of 
buses of the same bus line is frequently observed and can impair the reliability of bus service. With regard 
to bus bunching, a new optimization-based control method is proposed to alleviate corresponding 
adverse effects. Three different optimization models are proposed. All the models allow for control 
decisions in real time based on the state of the entire system. The three models are programmed in a 
rolling horizon scheme within a simulation system. Simulation experiments are conducted to examine 
these models in different scenarios associated with different levels of traffic randomness. The practical 
applications of the proposed speed-control models are discussed. 
 
 

Session 6D 
 
Session Title: OM/Marketing Interfaces 
Session Chair: Sean Zhou (CUHK) 
 
 
Talk 1 
 
Title: Social Structures and Reputation in Expert Review Systems 
Speaker: Kim Keehyung (CUHK) 
 
Abstract: We model an expert review system where two producers competing for market share each are 
evaluated by two raters. Employing economics experiments, the paper examines how the rater’s 
incentive to provide objective feedback can be distorted in the presence of social ties and different penalty 
structures for assigning unobjective ratings. The results reject the self-interested model. We find that 
raters assign more biased ratings to help the producer they know compete and this distortion is 
exacerbated when the reputation cost for rating unobjectively is lowered. Counterintuitively, when both 
the raters know the same producer, the likelihood of biased ratings drops significantly. To explain the 
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empirical regularities, we develop a behavioral economics model and show that the rater’s utility function 
should account not only for social preferences towards the producer, but also the rater’s psychological 
aversion towards favoring a producer more than the other rater. Our findings demonstrate that it is critical 
for policymakers to be cognizant of the non-pecuniary factors that can influence behavior in expert review 
systems. This is joint work with Kevin Chung and Noah Lim. 
 
 
Talk 2 
 
Title:  Manufacturer’s Entry in the Product-Sharing Market 
Speaker: Lin Tian (Fudan) 

Abstract: Mobile communications technologies and online platforms have enabled large-scale consumer-
to-consumer (C2C) sharing of their under-utilized products. A product owner’s self-use values can differ 
over time, and in a period of low self-use value, the consumer may rent out her product in a product-
sharing market. In response to consumer-to-consumer product sharing, many manufacturers (e.g., 
General Motors, BMW) have entered the product-sharing market to provide their own rental services in 
addition to outright sales to consumers. This paper develops an analytical framework to study a 
manufacturer’s optimal entry strategy in the product-sharing market and the economic implications of its 
entry. Our analysis shows that when C2C sharing has a low transaction cost and the manufacturer’s 
marginal cost of production is not very high, the manufacturer will find it not optimal to offer its own rental 
services to consumers. In contrast, when the transaction cost for C2C sharing is high or the 
manufacturer’s marginal cost of production is high, the manufacturer should offer enough units of the 
products for rental to squeeze out C2C sharing (in expectation). When the transaction cost for C2C 
sharing and the manufacturer’s marginal cost are both in the middle ranges, the manufacturer’s rental 
services and the C2C sharing will coexist, in which case the manufacturer’s entry in the product-sharing 
market may reduce the total number of units of the product in the whole market but increase the consumer 
surplus and the social welfare. Furthermore, we find that, to maximize the total profit from both the retail 
market and the sharing market, it may be more efficient for the manufacturer to adjust its quantity offered 
for rental rather than its retail price in the retail market, i.e., it may be best for the manufacturer to keep 
the same optimal retail price that it would choose in the absence of the sharing market, but use how much 
direct rental services to offer to respond to the C2C product sharing. 
 
 
Talk 3 
 
Title: Bundling Strategy with Context-Dependent Preferences 
Speaker: Qianbo Yin (SHUFE) 
 
Abstract: Product bundling can change the consumer’s choice set and affect the consumer’s purchase 
decision when consumers have context-dependent preferences (CDPs). It is ex ante unclear how CDPs 
affect a firm’s bundling decision. This paper investigates how consumers’ CDPs affect the firm’s optimal 
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bundling strategy (pure-component selling, pure bundling or mixed bundling) in various competitive 
contexts. We first consider a market where firm 1 is a monopolist in product category A but competes 
with a higher-quality firm 2 in product category B, and then extend the model to a perfectly competitive 
category B (i.e., firm 2’s product is priced at its marginal cost due to competition) and a monopoly category 
B (i.e., firm 1 is a monopolist in both categories). We highlight two interesting findings. First, consumers’ 
CDPs can indeed change the firm’s optimal bundling strategy. In the duopoly model, without CDPs, pure 
bundling is optimal if the firms are not very differentiated in category B; otherwise pure-component selling 
or mixed bundling is optimal. By contrast, with CDPs, pure-component selling is always dominated by 
mixed bundling, and either pure bundling or mixed bundling is optimal, depending on whether the context-
dependence effect is large enough. The effect still holds when category B is perfectly competitive, so 
CDPs encourage firm 1 to introduce the bundle. Second, the context-dependence effect is reversed if 
firm 1 is a monopolist in both categories: CDPs make pure-component selling more profitable than pure 
bundling and mixed bundling, hence discouraging the introduction of the bundle. Joint work with Sean 
Zhou (CUHK) and Baojun Jiang (Washington University in St. Louis). 
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